
IMPERSONAL VERSION 
(without names and without some illustrations)

OBJECT: 
VERY IMPORTANT, A GLOBAL ALERT FROM THE SPACE,
sent on Nov. 16, to UN, SETI, NASA, SPACE FORCE, NSA, CIA.

Dear Senator,

I just read an article showing that you are deeply involved in the change of rules about the research and
the reporting of UAP (Unidentified aerial Phenomena). So, this letter could really interest you. I'm not 
American, but I'm an Intelligent agent very well known by the FBI (450 emails exchanged in 2017), but 
also by several Intel Agencies in Europe, from 2008, until now. 

They know me because dozens of times, I had to warn them of catastrophes, (Terror attacks, planes 
crashes, natural and accidental disasters…), that were going to happen in the next hours, and they 
happened. However, they don't like very much the way I get my information because this one indicates 
that I belong to a force which is NOT TERRESTRIAL, and I confirm! Indeed, absolutely nobody in this 
world can warn of terror attacks, massive shootings, or earthquakes, for example, just one or two hours 
before they occur. So, they follow me, read me, but they are terrified of me, and they don't dare to talk 
about me. 

As they refuse my function, "my extraterrestrial employers" added other measures. They provoked, at 
the very minute of my reports, many bigger catastrophes. The biggest one was the crash of an Algerian 
plane with 257 people on board (no survivor), on April 11, 2018. This occurred, when I had to write for 
the first time to the UN. Of course, the Intel Agencies could check the strict synchronicity at the very 
minute, between my e-mail and the crash, and this occurred dozens of times. This also happened 
numerous times with the very minutes of earthquakes, since nobody on Earth, can provoke 
earthquakes, on command. About earthquakes, their signature is especially all earthquakes at 10.0 km 
depth, but there are others according to the locations, and their goal.

You remember these dozens of gas explosions in September, 13, 2018, in the towns of Lawrence, 
ANDOVER, and North ANDOVER, all within Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts? They were caused by 
excessive pressure in natural gas lines owned by Columbia Gas. This problem has been remotely 
caused by my "extraterrestrial employers", in link with another catastrophe some hours before, in 
Belgium in a company called INDAVER, itself linked to my report to the Belgian Interior Minister. Do you
see the link between ANDOVER - INDAVER and me? That is the signature of my "employers". They 
like the fire! Of course, I made the necessary to show the Minister, how, he was responsible, not only 
for the explosion in his city, but also, all explosions, in the Massachusetts, copy to all Intel agencies.  

2017-2021, four years during which these attacks and catastrophes were repeated again and again, 
without any reaction to the threat ...
So, in 2019, my "extraterrestrial employers", began another kind of attack. A virus, synchronized with 
the moment, Sept 2019, when I really understood my function. It was just after the fire of Notre Dame 
Cathedral in Paris on April 15, 2019 (also synchronized with me), and the Pentecost, on June 2019. 
This virus caused, until now, 5 million of dead, but again, these agencies don't react. 

So, my employers will begin something else, and it is the letter, that I just sent to the UN and to about 
40 recipients, including Intel Agencies and Space force. You can imagine, how my "extraterrestrial 
employers" are furious, with unlimited means, but you cannot imagine, what they are ready to do now…
Maybe, it is time for you to take tomorrow this file and to present it to the government of the USA 
because agencies prefer to make like the ostrich and like if they did not know!   

So, two days ago, I just sent a critical email (9 pages, 2400 words) to different Space departments and 
directors of United Nations, to some experts (PhD’s) in SETI, NASA, to some States representations in 
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the UN, and finally, by their Internet form, to the Space force, NSA and CIA . (About a total of 40 
recipients).

The object of this email sent on November 16, 2021, at 12:21 AM CET is : 
GLOBAL ALERT FROM THE SPACE.
It is not a joke, and I have credentials to make such alert. You just read a part of it.

You will find this e-mail in PDF joined to this email and here (impersonal version): 
https://docdro.id/ftrsdb3

Please read it as soon as possible and share it with your government. It is very urgent. My 
"extraterrestrials employers" are on the way.
Thank you in advance.

Best regards,
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